
Dear Mr Streatch

I am a member of Halifax Wanderers Supporters Group, a grassroots association of supporters 
of Halifax Football Club, the prospective professional soccer team. I would like to voice support 
for the redevelopment of the Wanderers Grounds in Halifax, with a multiuse, soccer-based 
stadium as proposed by Sports & Entertainment Atlantic.

The stadium as proposed will allow Haligonians to attend significant sporting and cultural events 
at the Grounds, returning it back to its historic roots as “a haven for sport enthusiasts and fans 
alike since 1882,” as a 1986 Halifax Mail-Star article put it.

I feel strongly that the 25,000 young people registered in soccer in Nova Scotia (the majority of 
those in HRM) deserve to see firsthand top-tier talent that can ignite their dreams and 
aspirations, with my Son, being a U15AAA player with Suburban, being among that number.

Soccer is increasingly a sport of the future in Canada. As the global game it provides a 
connection point for diverse new immigrants, making the city a more desirable place not only to 
arrive but also to settle. As the national soccer association works to improve our standing in the 
world’s sport, by creating the Canadian Premier League, this plan will allow Halifax to be part of 
that effort from the outset. This stadium will provide an outdoor venue for summer sports and 
culture that the city sorely lacks in the May-October months, and will provide positive spinoffs for 
business and cultural life on the peninsula.

I do understand there is localized concern regarding the use of QEII parking. The complaint 
being that parking is already at a premium and it is difficult for people to park for appointments. 
That is a legitimate concern but the use of the stadium for events would be predominately 
evenings during the week or weekends, a time when hospital appointments are not usually set. I 
know it wouldn’t ease any of the concerns but it certainly wouldn’t make it harder to park for an 
appointment at, for example, 2.40 on a Thursday afternoon than it already is.

I ask you to give your approval to this plan.

Kind Regards

Bob Chambers


